DIRECTIONS TO THE HOTEL
If you travel with the car:
If you use a navigation System, please put “Kajetanerplatz” as final
destination.
The access to the city of Salzburg is restricted and controlled by moving
bollards. At the end of “Kajetanerplatz” you can find an interphone on the
left side. Please be sure that your car remains behind the white line on the
street. Press the button Kasererbraeu. You will be connected to the
reception of our hotel, who will give you an access code. After entering the
code the bollard will go down so that you can enter.
Please book a hotel parking spot in advance (16.00 EUR per day).
If you approach Salzburg from the south (Italy, Villach):
Exit the Autobahn at Salzburg South direction of Anif; you will
automatically reach “Alpenstrasse”. Keep straight for about 6,7 km until the
name changes into “Hellbrunnerstrasse” leading to the center of Salzburg.
After the bridge “Nonntaler Bruecke” you will find a roundabout at the “Dr.Franz-Rehrl-Platz” that will have to be left after a three quarter turn left
over the bridge again to “Kajetanerplatz” and then “Kaigasse”. After the
bollard keep straight and you will find our hotel after 150 m on the right
side.
If you approach Salzburg from the north (Vienna, Linz):
Exit the Autobahn at Salzburg North direction of “Vogelweiderstrasse”; you
will keep straight until you reach “Sterneckstrasse“, the second last
intersection before the end of “Vogelweiderstrasse”. Take a left, drive past
McDonald’s keep straight cross the intersection into “Fuerbergstrasse” later
“Eberhard-Fugger-Strasse” direction of Volksgarten (“Buergelsteinstrasse”).
Keep right direction of “Unfallkrankenhaus” and enter the roundabout that
will lead you across the river “Salzach”.
Cross the bridge and take the first exit going straight into “Kajetanerplatz”.
After the bollard keep straight and you will find our hotel after 150 m on
the right side.
If you approach Salzburg from the west (Munich):
When you enter Austria on the Autobahn from Germany then take direction
of Vienna/ Linz on the A1. Take Exit 292 “Salzburg Mitte” into “Muenchner
Bundesstrasse” direction of „Salzburg Mitte“. The street will change names
twice. First into “Ignaz Harrer Strasse”, then into “Wiener Bundesstrasse”

At the “Gebirgsjaegerplatz” turn right, follow the street that will change
into “Schwarzstrasse” until you cross the “Salzach” River. After the bridge
take a left and stay on “Rudolfskai” next to the “Salzach” River.
At the second traffic light you have to turn right into “Kajetanerplatz”. After
the bollard keep straight and you will find our hotel after 150 m on the
right side.
If you travel to Salzburg by train:
From the Salzburg Hauptbahnhof (Main Train Station) you can choose to
take the cheap bus or take a cab.
To take a look at the bus schedule please connect to www.salzburgag.at/verkehr
The bus will be 2.90 EUR per ticket (tickets can be bought inside the bus)
and easily travel to the hotel. The closest Bus stop will be around 250
meters from the hotel.
Take bus # 3 in the direction of “Salzburg Sued”, # 5 direction of
“Birkensiedlung” or # 5 direction of “Parsch”.
Exit at the stop called “Mozartsteg”, the second stop after crossing the
“Salzach” River. With the “Salzach” River in your back you walk up to
“Mozartplatz” on your right, stay straight and enter “Kaigasse”. Stay in
Kaigasse until you reach # 33, the Altstadthotel Kasererbraeu. That
will take you 3-5 minutes.
There will be several cabs right in front of the main train station around the
clock. Cabs are allowed to bring you directly to our hotel at a cost of about
15.00 EUR.
If you travel by plane:
From the Airport as well you have the choice between the cheap bus and a
cab.
The bus from the airport will be 2.90 EUR per ticket (tickets can be bought
inside the bus) and easily travel to the hotel. The closest Bus stop will be
around 250 meters from the hotel.
To take a look at the bus schedule please connect to www.salzburgag.at/verkehr
At the Airport you need to take the bus # 10 direction of “Salzburg Sued”.
Exit at the stop called “Mozartsteg”, the second stop after crossing the
“Salzach” River. With the “Salzach” River in your back you walk up to
“Mozartplatz” on your right, stay straight and enter “Kaigasse”. Stay in
Kaigasse until you reach # 33, the Altstadthotel Kasererbraeu. That
will take you 3-5 minutes. The cab will cost you approximately 18.00 EUR.
We wish you a pleasant journey!

